OTT Player Testing Tool

Designed to work with our TestWizard Harness,
Eurofins Digital Testing’s new OTT Player Testing Tool
uses innovative patent pending technology to determine,
with frame accuracy, whether video content is being
played correctly. This system will work with a wide
variety of video applications, including those designed
for HbbTV TV, iOS and Android.

Our analysis algorithms allow us to accurately
determine how the video is playing. For example, we
can precisely investigate:
Video playback. Any unexpected pauses or freezing?

More About The Tool...

Frame dropping

A typical test set-up might feature a live video app on
a Set-Top-Box (STB), and also on a mobile device – a
phone or tablet. During the test, we check if some simple
play-back commands are performing correctly. The tool
is able to detect a range of common problems, such
as delays in player start up, buffering, gaps between
different content (that might occur while testing adinsertion), transitions in adaptive content, dropped
frames and errors in seek and trick mode behaviour.

Accurate duration of playback

In order to determine if the video player under test
behaves correctly, custom video content is played
from a local source, or via the target content delivery
system. This video contains unique codes on each frame
allowing the use of low resolution/low cost webcams for
monitoring and also enabling frame accurate results even
in the presence of overlays (such as app banners).
For example, an off-the-shelf consumer camcorder can
be used to monitor a tablet, and an HDMI capture card
monitors the STB. Our video content is tolerant to a
wide range of capture approaches and environmental
conditions, and is therefore suitable for testing a range of
devices including smartphones, dongles and TVs.

Timestamp accuracy
OTT Profiling
Device playback

Many other scenarios are possible and other
parameters can be measured. We are developing the
capability with partners and early access customers to
address the specific needs of your business.

TestWizard
Our patent-pending solution to cross platform video player testing runs within TestWizard. This industry leading
test automation platform provides:
A user friendly authoring environment for test scripts
Capability to control a wide range of devices via:
IR commands: for set-top-boxes and TVs
Appium: Android and iOS
Selenium: web browsers and third party open source software
Concurrent execution, scheduling and remote management

OTT Player Testing FAQ
Can I talk to you further and get a full demo?
Of course, please get in touch with us and we will be
happy to arrange a more detailed demonstration.
What kind of devices can this system work with?
You can use any TV, PC, set-top-box, smartphone or
tablet.
Can I test any app?
Yes, the demonstration used a live, unmodified
application.

Next Steps...

Do I need to learn another new scripting language?
No. The Scripting language is an industry standard,
besides for many of the constructs you can use the
TestWizard ScriptStudio GUI test authoring wizards to
build test scripts.

Want to find out more about our OTT
Player Testing Tool? Have more questions?
Get in touch with us now. We will be happy
to provide you with further information
and an extended demonstration of the
capabilities.
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